OUTLINE 0. Motivation -Nuclear Modification Factor and the Cronin effect -Historical survey of the Cronin effect from SPS to RHIC -Is the R AA ′ boring, "flat" at high-p T ? I. Theoretical Background -pQCD improved parton model for pp, pA and AA ′ II. Initial state effects at very high p T -Analysing EMC effect in high-energy AA ′ collisions -Predictions for LHC at 0.2 − 14 TeV dP b collisions III. What can we learn from HOT Quenching? -Jet tomography results at y = 0 for AuAu and CuCu -Historically the Cronin effect: increased particle production in 3 GeV < p T < 6 GeV range (1975) "increased" means more particles are produced in pA than expected from N bin scaled pp collisions Nuclear Modification Factor (NMF) → measuring Cronin effect: R AA = 1 N bin dN AA /dy d 2 p T dNpp/dy d 2 p T
History of the Experiments "for" Cronin Effect
where g( k T ) is a Gauss distribution function : 
Nuclear thickness function:
is the nuclear density distribution ρ(b, z): for small A: sharp sphere: t A (b) = 2ρ 0 R 2 A − b 2 , for large A: Wood -Saxon-distribution .
I/5. Nuclear Effects -Shadowing inside the Nucleus
Shadowing -PDFs are modified inside the nucleus: 
where: α A = 0.1(A 1/3 − 1) and x 0 = 1, x L = 0.7. Can we understand high-x physics well? I/10. Multiple Scattering -Cronin Effect Improve Glauber model: assuming saturation in the number of N N collisons
Total broadening = pp baseline + nuclear broadening 
III/2. Calculations of Relative Energy Loss -Results
Energy dependence of GLV jet energy loss
• ≈ E-independent ∆E/E in 3 < GeV E < 10 GeV
• Opacity n = L/λ C.M. Energy dependence of GLV jet energy loss Getting close to compare geometrical and ε properties
